
norO SMART
™

9 Watt BR30 Style 
Color-Changing LED Bulb 
WiFi Connected, Programmable Color Changing Bulb 

norb SMART is a "Smarter" Nutri-Orb, with the unique ability to change from 

norb SMILE (sun-spectrum for daytime) to norb SLEEP (melatonin enhancing 

evening spectrum for sleep), and everything in between ... plus much more! No other 

bulb does this. 

norb SMART is wi-fi connected and compatible with Amazon Echo (Alexa) and 

Google Assistant. This "one bulb" allows you to optimize your home or office lighting for 

optimum wellness. By adjusting the light spectrum to time of day you can synchronize 

your body (and its endocrine system) to the natural daily changes in the light spectrum 

of the sun. norb SMART makes it possible for a single bulb to have a sun like norb 

SMILE happy spectrum during the morning and afternoon, and melatonin-enhancing 

norb SLEEP sleep spectrum during the evening. This feature alone is remarkable, 

but you can do even more with your norb SMART bulb. 

In addition to having true norb SMILE and norb SLEEP spectra, you can 

adjust brightness, choose any shade of white light (between cool SOOOK and warm 

2650K tones), forest-bathe in norb's exclusive RELi EF-LEAF spectrum or dial in 

any other color of light (festive or pastel shades of blue, yellow, green, purple, red and 

orange) using the Tuya app. And, you can set on/off times and spectral changes based 

on time of day. Bulbs can be controlled individually or grouped together by room or 

throughout household. They can even be synced to music. 

Background: Human physiology is linked to the natural daily spectral changes of 

the sun. Morning and afternoon sun energizes us and boosts our mood, and evening sun 

calms us. This happens because specialized receptors in our eyes detect the sun's spectral 

changes, and these changes raise or lower our body's production of hormones that 

awaken and energize, or calm us, in sync with the sun's daily rising, peaking and setting. 

The sun, therefore, sets our circadian rhythm (sleep/wake cycle) and helps to regulate 

our energy and mood. By aligning ourselves with the sun's natural spectrum, and its 

daily changes, we can optimize our health, mental performance (focus, study and work 

habits) and sleep patterns. 

Our goal: Our goal with norb SMART is to enable you to optimize your mental 

and physical performance and wellness through lighting that mimics the sun's natural 

daily transition of light spectrum. norb SMART is easily programmed to do this 

according to time of day (by app), or instantaneously by voice command using Alexa or 

Google Assistant. 

Regular LED, fluorescent and incandescent lights have static and incomplete light 

spectra. And, while they provide illumination, they can disrupt our circadian rhythms, 

impair our sleep, lead to lethargy or agitation, compromise concentration and cause 

eye strain. This is even true of ordinary "smart" programmable bulbs. Norb Lighting, 

LLC acknowledges light as a nutritional element (no different than food). And like food, 

light can be either good or bad for us. Our goal with norb SMART is to help you to 

optimize your daily performance, sleep pattern, energy and mood and overall wellness 

with lighting that provides optimal light nutrition. norb SMART is not intended os

a treatment for disease or illness. 

Where to place noro SMART'M 9 Watt BR30 Style 

WHERE 

WHEN 

HOW 

SOMETHING 
TO CONSIDER 

Use your norb SMART in your 
home, office or business. 

Use it anytime of day or night, and tune 
the spectrum accordingly. 

Do not look or stare directl� into the 
norb SMART (as is the case with all 
light bulbs); it is for illumination of space. 

In addition to using norb SMART, 

you may have rooms that require 
just one specific light. For example, 
your bedroom may require only a 
"sleep" spectrum or your office only 
a "focus" spectrum or in your kitchen 
only a "smile" spectrum. For such 
spaces, you may choose to use our 
dedicated-spectrum norb SLEEP, 

norb FOCUS, and norb SMILE 

products. And, if you have any issues 
with migraine headache or pain from 
neuropathy or fibromyalgia, please 
consider norb RELIEF. 
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In the kitchen Anywhere you live or 
and dining area work during the morning 

until early evening 

THE SMARTer LIGHT
™

Norblighting.com 

Norb Lighting, LLC 14109 Cleveland Street, Nunica Ml 49448 Email: info@Norb-Light.com Norblighting.com 

For app setup and use, please scan 
the following QR code, or visit 

USING THE APP 

https://docs.norblighting.com/NorbSMART-Instructions.pdf
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